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Selection: learning accuracy vs market structure
• Bayesian learning is the rational way of updating beliefs: a Bayesian is 

eventually as accurate as the best model (Berk 1966);

• In a competitive setting, the agents who make the best predictions are 
eventually rich and set prices (Sandroni 2000);

• Hence, supposing that no one can learn the truth, moving toward Bayesian 
learning (rationality) implies a better (more efficient) pricing?

• Fehr and Tyran (2005): lack of individual rationality is bad.
• Gode and Sunder (1993), Giachini (2021): market structure can compensate.

• Our findings: a non-linear U-shaped relation between rationality in learning
and quality of pricing (informative efficiency);

• best outcome with ZI agents!



Modelling the market
Discrete time repeated prediction market model as in Kets et al. (2014) and Bottazzi 
and Giachini (2019):

• A binary event occurs with ;

• There are heterogeneous Kelly traders: they "bet their beliefs";

• Each agent does not know but has two guesses (models): one optimistic 
and one pessimistic;

• A model is a probability distribution on : is 
optimistic and is pessimistic, ;

• Agents try to learn the true probability adopting a Bayesian approach with 
limited memory. 



Learning protocol
• The belief (prediction) of agent for the occurrence of the event at time t is

• is number of previous observations used to update priors in a Bayesian fashion:
• if 

• if

• if

• w. l. o. g. we assume .



Rationality in learning

• can be considered as a measure of rationality in the learning process:

• if we have Zero Intelligence learners, ;

• if we have Bayesian Learning, the cornerstone of rational learning;

• if , as grows the agents use an increasing number of past 
observations to update their beliefs and approach the Bayesian (full 
information) limit.



Relative entropy

• Given a distribution , its relative entropy with respect to the true 
distribution is defined as

; 

• it measures the amount of information lost when approximating
with : measure of "how different" a distribution is w. r. t. another.

• In a dynamic (online) learning setting, , one can use 
its (infinite) average



Price informative efficiency and Market Selection
• In a prediction market, prices can be thought as probability distributions (Arrow et 

al., 2008; Blume and Easley, 2009; Kets et al., 2014; Dindo and Massari, 2020);
• hence, our measure of informative efficiency is the negative of the average relative 

entropy of prices :

• in the long-run only one agent generically survives: the one with lowest average 
relative entropy (Blume and Easley, 2009; Kets et al., 2014);

• thus, prices converge to the most accurate (lowest avg. relative entropy) beliefs in 
the markets: calling the most accurate agent it is

• it follows that the price informative efficiency of a prediction market characterized 
by a rationality level is



Price Informative 
Efficiency as the 
number of 
previous 
observations used 
for learning 
increases
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Concluding remarks
• We investigate the relationship between rationality in Bayesian learning and 

market's informative efficiency;

• Our results highlight a U-shaped relationship with the maximum efficiency 
reached with ZI agents:
• two forces at work: selection operated by the market (structure) Vs. 

selection operated by individual agents (learning);
• forces misaligned: decreasing part of the U;
• forces aligned: increasing part of the U;
• structure works better with ZI agents.

• References, suggestions, indications are welcomed!

• Next: extend and (possibly) generalize the framework.
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